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ELECTRON TRAJECTORIES IN A COMBIhEO WIGGLER ANO ALTERNATING GRADIZNT QUAIIRUPOLEFIELO*

T. F. Hang and R. K. Cooper, AT-6, MS H829
Los Alanms National Laboratory, Los Alamos, M 87545

S!?z?KY
This paper reports on studies of electron trajec-

tories in a combined wiggler and ~lternating gradient
quadruple field. The quadrupol, field is assumed to
vary continuously along the synsnetryaxis. The linear-
ized equations of electron motion are solved analyti-
cally for a plane-polarized wiggler by using the two-
scale perturbation method. A comparison with the
numerical solution is presented, and the conditions
for unstable trajectories are discussed.

Introduction

Recently, there has been a growing interest in
the study of using free-electron lasers (FELs) to
generate coherent and tunable XUV radiation at high
intensity.’ It has been pointed out’ that to achieve
an equal gain in the UV or XUV regime, an FEL needs
much higher density in the electron beam and longer
wiggler length than an FEL operated in the infrared
or visible-light region. Thought is then directed
toward using an external focusing channel along with
the wiggler in the XUV FEL design.

In this paper, we shall study electron trajec-
tories in combined wiggler and quadruple fields. Our
st~dy will be limited to the plane-polarized wigglers
for FELs to be operated in the UV or XUV ranges only.
The quadruple channel considered here is one in which
the field quadruple grldient varies alternately and
continuously along the synznetryaxis. The wiggler’s
field is assumed to be ~oncentric with that of the
quadruple channel. To make the analysis tractable,
the self-field of the electron beam is ignored, the
nonlinear components of the wiggler field are neglect-
ed, and the axial speed of electrons is assumed to be
constant.

Because of the lengthy and tedious calculations,
the detailz of solving the trajectory equations will
not be included here. Interested readers can find
details in internal reports Dy authors.s~’

~tions of Motion

We choose a Cartesia,lcoordinate system so that
the electrons are traveling in the z-direction and the
wiggler field is in the y-direction, The z-axis is
dssumed to coincide with the synwuetryaxis of the con-
centric wiggler and quadruple fields. The origi.,of
the coordinate systm is chosen at the entrance of the
wiggler/quadrupolechannel. We al’~ assume that the
wiggler/quadrupolechanuel extends ovw all z > U.
The variation of the wiggler field along the -
z-direction can be written as Bw cos (2RZ/Aw), where
I]wis the amplitude of the wiggler magnetic field, Aw
is the wavelength of the wiggler, and we have ne-
glected the fringe field at the entrance. The quadru-
ple field considered here can be represcnlcd as
-lJ’Sin(2nz/Aq) and I!’s:I1(?wz/iq), in the x- dnd
y-directions, respectively, where U’ is thr field
gradient and Au is the quadruple period.

Neglect.iny tlw!self-field of the beimland assum-
ing thv lds~r field i% ahsetvt,tho equations Or motion
for an elr.ct.runarc
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m & (Y+) = qBw sinh (k#) sin (kwz) #

- qvzB’x sin (kQz) + qvz13wcosh (k#) cos (kwz)

and

~ - .qBw sinh (k#) Sin (kwz) $m+ (Vat) -

+ qvztl’ysin (kuz) ,

(1)

1

(2’)

where m is the mass of an electron, y is the rat?o
of an electron’s total energy to the quantity IIK~
(c = the speed of light), t is the time, q is the
unit charge, kw = 2m/Aw, kq = 2S/A~ and Vz is the
axial speed of the eiectron. Neglecting dy/dt in
Eq. (1) and using the approximations of
sinh (kwy)= kwy, Cosh (kwy)= 1, Vz= c, and
Ct= Vzt ❑ z, one obtains from Eqs. (1) and (2) that

2
~ = kw[aw COS (kwz) - kwxb sin (Kkwz)] , and (3)
dz

d2

+ ❑ k~~-aw ~in (kwz)(~) + b sin (Mwz)ly , 14)
dz

where K = k@kd , aw = qllw/myckw, and

b = qlI’/~ck; .

Solutions fur K << 1, ati<c K3/2, and b <c K2

In this range, good approximations of the solu-
tions to Eqs. (3) and (4) can be found by using the
two-scale perturbation metlui.” Retaining the firsi
few lower order terms in thu perturbation series, k,:
have

Ux(z)
x(7) = Le sin [o + VX(7)J

(!))
Ux(z)

kw &) cI (—– sin [W - Vx(z)] + w(/) ,

u (7)
and y(7) = IW y sill[(1+ V,y(z)] , (b)

wlwre (;,*, D, anti h drc curlstdntsdcpundunt on
the initiislcondltiont

[
(lx(l)‘ (’] ) s,7.

vx(/) “ ~ (:7



~2 2

Uy(z) ■ %(1 +~+~) s’n (kqz)- # COS (2kwz) - ~
K

+ b3 sin (3kQz) + ~ cos (2kQz) + ... , (9)

Vy(z) =
J%’ l[+(>)($+s]kw’

\
2

5b5 sin (2kQz) -.—
8K

[

“W’flnwu(z) =~
w

()a. + COS (kw?) + . .

w

and
()

,.,,.-1 142 +... .
n

(12)

I (lo)
~CCS (kQz) + ... ,
K

1
sin (k + Ii)Z

. .22
(1 +K)2

.. . (11)

In Eq. (5), the general solution of x-motion is
contained in the first term and the particular solu-
tion is written into the second And third terms. The
first and seCOnd terms describe the betatron oscilla-
tions induced by the quadruple and the wiggler, re-
spectively. The third term describes the fast oscil-
lation excited by the wiggler. NotQ that the particu-
lar solution Is Independent of C and O; the:”efore,the
oscillations Induced by the wiggler should be coherent
motions for all electrons in the beam as we expected.
Also, because the second term in Eq, (5) has the same
form as the general solution, the quantity W(z) must
satisfy Eq. (3).

The quantities Ux(z) and Vx(z) in the x-solution
are relattd to each other by

dVx bkw -2UX(Z)
ll-$(yz+.o. l ,

~miz
ad (13)

2

:$+;) (,
dVx Lx

“ IJl; - bk~ sin (kUz) . [14)

For the y-sulution, one can derive similar relaliona
butw~en U (z) and Vy(z). Thcsf’relations will he

ihelpful w en we study the beom enwc!upes and matctlillg.

Stable 5ollJtionsfor K << 1, isw% K, and h <c. K2
—-. —. . . . . ..- . ... —.- ..— . . . ..— -----

If WP lower the el~ctron weryy and/or inrreasc
the quadruple peritid,wc )hen mny reach thp rnnyp of
k c< 1, aw% Al and h %< K where LIIC ulist~blti solu-

tlbn 1$ Itkely 10 uccur. Like Mathieu’s quallon,
thero are boundaries betwect Lhu sl~ble M uns;ahlr
~~ne~, In fact, for K << 1, t% $tahfllty lJWlfllliIr\IJS
of the f4athiqu’s equation,

() , (lb)

t,) th[)sl![If l.(10(4).
cflll’llllltP[lI)yIlstllllII

perturbation method. It can be shown that the first
two stable zones for Eq. (4) are]

and (16)

b2 K2 at b2 K2
>-g-;+...’~’’-~-: ‘.”. .

Stable solutions for parmeter values far from
stabtlity bounddrie!,also have been derived frou
two-scale perturbation method. The ~-solution in

the
the
this region if:identical to that in the jast section,
and the y-~olution has the same form as in Eq. (6)
except that the expressions of Uy(z) and WY(Z) are
different from Eqs. (9) and (1OJ. The approximations
to Uy(z) and Vy(z) are

b sin (k z) a2

Uy(z)= - # COS (2kwz)
( 2a~ - K2)

b2(4t; + K2) C05 (2k Z)
. Q—+ .,, ,
4(2a~ - K2)2 (a: . 2K2)

and

(17)

1[d2Vy(z)=:w 1+#-

221

‘2 kz

A
w

2aw(2aw - K )

~2
2b COS (k Z)

+ ~ sin (2kwz) +~--~~

w

Ib7(i?a~+ 5KZ) sin (2kQz) +
+ ..,. (Itl)
4K(2a2w- K2)2 (a: - 2h2)

Relations similar to Eqs. (13) and (14) can be uvriv~d
alsu.

Nunwriral Lxamples and Comparison w!th
‘tiumcrlta~litlori~ ‘–---—---— . ...-4,.-

Ue IIOW ~resent some of our nunwrical results and
compiire the analytical solutions with the numeri~~l
solutions uf Eqs. (3) and (4) by the Run!le-Kuttd
Method. }or the examples given bt?luw,berausu of Lhu
cxccll~nt ~greement there fs almost nu discerlliljll.
dlfferenc,cb~tween the plut.s fur t,hesptwo kinds oi
computational rrsults, UP L.hereforoshall usc une
flqurc to shuw Iloththe nunwrical and the analytical
solutl(lns,

In ch~ rdn!lrnf K <. 1, dw.% K~~~, and h << },~”,
tnttpdrdm(lt,@rvd]ll~$ (1s(?(1f{}r~dfll~utatiotls~r(!~w F
l.h rm, ~[~~ [?0cm, I;wm (.),/51, B’ ■ b T/m, fin~l
Y m 400, From thrw, we havo ,Iw~ 2,1!x 10-J,
llm 4.I!Jx 10-S, lllldIi● 0.02. I-IqllresI and ?, rp-
S;lcctIvcl,y,show th(!x- flndy,,traJcctu!fes Cdiculal, (!d
for u < 7 z 3(]()/kw.Ihr initial velucs ar(!CIIO$I!II IIj
x(()) ● y((l)-~ ? X l[)-,j/kw and dX/dll” ❑ dY/dllo - ().
lhII antllytjcfll rpklilt Ilor[q \S computed from Lqs, (!))-
(1?). }or III,,rclilll\lrlykhort axlnl di~tatl(phlmwn
ill tlw ftqlllcl,, tho Iwtattw usclllation Clwmni.IN!
fully dl%plolyud,1)111tll(l fil\t u5[lll Cltlul15 indllc(?ll IJJ
tIIV WIIIql III, UmI lIr $01111 cloorly.
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Fig. 1, Analytical and numerical results of

b= ~.~~~ 1~-~,K~~.~~, ~([)~=~~ l(J-3,KW,and
x-trajectory f r O < z c 300/k , aw = 2.8 x 10-3,

dx/dzlo ■ O.
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n 5 1(I ]5 20 25 m
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Fig. 2, Analytical and numerical results of
y-trajectory for the same parameter and Initial
values used in Fig. 1,

In the region of b << K2, aw~K, and k << 1, the
x- and y-trajectories are shown in F14s. 3 a,ld4, re-
spectively, where the anal tical result of y-trajectory
iscalculated from Eqs. (6t, (17), and(lfi). The
parameter values and the 1 itial conditions used are

Eaw ■ 0,0111,b ‘.4.75x 10- , h ■ 1.1,02,x(O) ■ Y(O)
= 0.002/kw, dx/dzl E dy/dzlo = (),and
Ll~ Z < 2500/kw, ?n Fig. 3, the curve showinq
‘.viggll~gon the electron is densely parked in tne
dark?ned region; only the betatron oscillation and thl’
envelope of w!!lglingcan be recognized.
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Fig. 4. Analytical and numerical results of
y-trajectory for the san,~parameter and initial
values used in Fig. 3.

Conclusion

We have studied the electron trajectories in
a combined wiggler and alternating gradient quarl-
rupole field. Analytical solutions for the
linearized equation of nmtion have been derived
and compared with numerical solutions. The ex-
cellent agreement from the comparison suggests
that the analytical results can be useful for
further investigation of physical properties of
an FEL with external alternating gradient quad-
ruple focusing such as beam envelope<, beam
matching, and signal gain.
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